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Casa Del Capitel Nazari 

"Royal History"

With its historical significance and picturesque location, Casa Del Capitel

Nazari invites you to a 'royal' stay in Granada. Initially a palace built in

1503; the hotel has been recently renovated but still maintains its ‘15th

century' look. It stands on huge columns and chromium-plated beams that

support the first and the second floors of the building. It has a common

courtyard that allows you a beautiful view of Granada. if you are looking

for nothing else but a good night's halt in a historical palace, Casa del

Capitel Nazari is definitely for you. Call for room rates and other details.

 +34 958 21 5260  www.hotelcasacapitel.com  Cuesta Aceituneros 6, Granada

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Alhambra Palace 

"Exclusive Hotel"

Expensive, luxurious and ideally situated for a visit to the neighboring

Alhambra, this hotel lives up to its reputation as one of Europe's most

select places to stay. It's a monumental neo-Moorish structure on the

Alhambra hill overlooking the Realejo district and offers excellent views of

the city and the Sierra Nevada from the bar and restaurant terraces. The

Belle Epoque interior décor and the lavishly furnished bedrooms have

attracted monarchs. The hotel's theater hosts cultural events throughout

the year, including performances linked to the Festival Internacional de

Música y Danza (International Festival of Music and Dance).

 +34 958 22 1468  www.h-alhambrapalace.es  reservas@h-

alhambrapalace.es

 Plaza Arquitecto García de

Paredes 1, Granada

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Palacio De Santa Paula,

Autograph Collection 

"A Stunning Hotel"

AC Palacio De Santa Paula, Autograph Collection is set inside an archaic

convent. The property has been refurbished to perfection, however

nuances of the building's 16th-century charm have been kept intact. The

hotel is set in the city center, but the interior of this place cuts back all the

hustle and promises you a pleasant stay. There are more than 70 rooms at

your disposal and they all have been carefully designed. Soothing hues,

cozy upholstery and lavish baths are common across all rooms. In

addition, AC Palacio De Santa Paula, Autograph Collection also offers

facilities like sauna. Further more, there is a gym for fitness enthusiasts

and a soak in their Turkish baths comes most recommended after a tiring

day in the city.

 +34 958 80 5740  www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/grx

pa-ac-palacio-de-santa-paula-

autograph-collection/

 Gran Vía de Colón 31, Granada
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 by Booking.com 

Hotel Palacio de Santa Inés 

"16th-Century Palace"

Hotel Palacio de Santa Inés is furnished with antiques and modern art.

The building itself dates from the 16th century and has a wonderful inner

patio with frescoes on the walls. The bedrooms and suites are on the

second and third floors and are reached by wooden stairs and galleries

that look onto the patio. Some of the suites have small balconies that offer

views of the Alhambra. Breakfast is served in a little room downstairs.

You'll find this place hidden away at the foot of the Albayzín district, just

off Carrera del Darro.

 +1 34 958 22 2362  www.palaciosantaines.es/  recepcion@palaciosantaine

s.com

 Cuesta Santa Inés 9,

Granada

 by Booking.com 

Parador de Granada 

"Former Convent"

This magnificent building was once a mosque and then a monastery

before being converted into a four-star hotel. It's unique location allows

guests to wander freely in the glorious Alhambra gardens, when the day-

trippers have gone. The bedrooms are spacious and comfortable, if a little

uninspired, and the large bathrooms are all attractively tiled. Thirty-two of

the bedrooms have great views over the Generalife Gardens. The stone-

flagged patios, corridors and stairways have carved, wooden saints that

remind you, that this used to be a monastery, although nowadays there

are bright rugs, lots of paintings and fine, antique furniture to cheer the

place up a bit. Its The dining room serves good local fare and gets very

busy, especially in summer when you can eat out on the terrace.

 +34 958 22 1440  www.parador.es/en/parad

ores/parador-de-granada

 granada@parador.es  Calle de Real de Alhambra

s/n, Granada
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